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ABSTRACT

This mapping table aims to highlight the similarities in Privileged Access Management
(PAM) requirements that exist between the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and the international standard ISO/IEC 27001:2013. It should help readers understand
how a ubiquitous privileged access management solution can be used to answer several
compliance regulations without disrupting users’ and administrators’ daily activities. This
mapping table distinguishes the direct and indirect values brought by PAM to help
companies comply with both these regulations.
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GDPR
Article

Note

These subsections
specify that personal
data must be: accurate
and kept up to date

5

(1d), and processed
securely to protect
their integrity and
confidentiality (1f).

A.5
A.6
A.9
A.11
A.12
A.15
A.16
A.18

Note

Added Value

A majority of controls

PAM plays a critical role in both

covered in ISO 27001 meet

those scenarios because it

the requirement of that

reinforces access to critical data

article as the standard aims

and gives super admins the

to anticipate many of the

complete visibility over each

norms and regulations in

individual privileged user and their

place.

session, including what they do,
when, and how.

Under GDPR,

Sections 6, 9 and 12 of ISO

A PAM solution provides super-

individuals have a

27007 cover three key

administrators with a complete

Right of access over

elements of GDPR’s Article

visibility over privileged users from

their data. For

15 because they can

the moment the log into a target

provide individuals with

system; it can list all privileged

information about how

users according to their rights,

their personal data is

grant or revoke access, monitor

processed and by whom.

and record session logs and

example, they can

15

Section

Privileged Access Management

request information
about who accesses

A.6
A.9
A.12

or will access their
data and where they

activities, etc. This visibility can

will be used (1c).

help controllers answer GDPR’s
Right of access.

The controller and

ISO 27001 largely covers

PAM helps define accurate and

processor in charge of

GDPR’s Article 24, from

thorough security policies by

controlling the

ensuring that security

helping super-administrators

policies and roles are

segregate duties, defining access

defined and in place, to

rights and role allocation. It also

reinforcing access controls.

reinforces personal data security

processing of personal

24

data must ensure and
provide proof of data

A.5
A.6
A.9

security according to

A.12

state-of-art policies.

A.15

through the control of access and
sessions, and can provide feasible
proofs of data security.

To guarantee an

ISO 27001 identifies

A PAM solution helps define and

optimal level of data

several controls that

implement the security policies

answer Article 25 of the

identified by organizations to comply

GDPR, some of which

with GDPR and ISO 27001 by

particularly deal with

securing all privileged access and

access and activity control

sessions, offering controllers password

of internal and external

encryption and management, as well

protection by design
and by default, GDPR

25

requires that
appropriate technical

A.5
A.6
A.9

and organizational

A.12

measures be

A.15

undertaken (2) and
justified (3).

parties.

as a centralized view of all accounts,
users, roles, and sessions in real-time
and after an event has occurred
through session recording.

Legend:
Direct need for PAM
Indirect need for PAM
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GDPR
Article

Note

Added Value

Note

Where data

Controls A.15 and A.18 of

The Session Manager module of a

processing involves

ISO 27001 are dedicated

PAM solution records all activity

the intervention of

to controlling supplier

logs generated by external parties

third parties, the data

relationships to ensure

and enables super-administrators

controller has the

information security, and to

to have a full view of third parties’

confirming that companies

screens in real-time as if they were

are compliant with internal

in front of the computer. These

requirements. Control A.9

features can spot and alert

identifies specific security

fraudulent activities, terminate the

measures that help

sessions automatically or manually,

organizations reach that

and provide post-mortem proof for

goal.

audit reports of who did what,

responsibility to
ensure and justify that

28

Section

Privileged Access Management

A.9

all third parties follow

A.15

GDPR rules to secure

A.18

data protection.

when, and how. The PAM solution
also ensures that third parties’
actions and access are limited to
the scope of their mission.

29

GDPR specifically

Controls A.5 and A.18 of ISO

A PAM solution allows controllers

requires that

27001 help the controller

to define specific access rules

processors solely

define the organizations’

according to each privileged user’s

security policies. Control A.9,

rights and gives them the possibly

Access Controls, deals with

to create different clusters for each

the implementation of this

privilege and access.

access and process
the data they need
according the

30

A.5
A.9
A.18

controller’s instructions.

process.

All controllers must

Control A.6 helps define a

From the moment privileged users

keep a detailed track

number of security policies

log into the target systems, their

record of all

to put in place which can

activity is recorded by the PAM

processing activities

give controllers the

solution and can be reviewed in

under their

visibility they need over

various forms (logs, video,

responsibility (1&2).

their users, particularly

screenshots, etc.). PAM can

through the segregation of

integrate completely with other

A.6

duties. Controls A.9 and

cybersecurity solutions such as

A.9

A.15, addressing Access

SIEM to enhance the monitoring of

A.15

Controls and Supplier

activities and provide a complete

Relationships provide a

security cycle, from high

feasible way for them to

traceability to event alert and

implement those policies.

reporting.
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GDPR
Article

32

Note

Added Value

Several controls

A PAM solution helps achieve these

evaluation of security

required by ISO

controls through four main elements: a

risks and for the

27001 help answer

password vault securing access with

implementation of strict

Article 32. They

encrypted passwords, session

policies to guarantee
maintaining integrity

A.5
A.6
A.9

enable organizations

management and monitoring, password

to address and

management features enhancing access

A.16

maintain a holistic

controls, and access management

and confidentiality,

security cycle, from

enforcing the principles of least

and to achieve

A.18

the definition of

privileged though clusters. A PAM

resilience in the event

accurate policies to

solution should also easily integrate with

of an incident.

their implementation

other security technologies to fit in a

and evaluation.

broader cybersecurity ecosystem.

Personal data breaches

Control 16 of ISO

A PAM solution provides security managers

must be notified to the

27001 deals with

with accurate information about privileged

supervisory authorities

the management of

account sessions and offers instant reporting

within 72 hours and

35

Note

GDPR calls for an

data availability while

33

Section

Privileged Access Management

without delay. .

A.16

security incidents

on any administrative sessions that takes

and give

place on targeted systems which can give

organizations tools

security managers a working narrative of the

to comply with

incident, helping controllers meet Article 33

Article 33

of the GDPR.

Before going through

Control A.6 helps

PAM provides administrators with the

data processing, the

define a number of

means to create, adjust, or delete fine-

controller must assess

security policies

grained groups of users and sub-users. It

the potential security

which can give

helps administrators have high visibility

risk and impact of the

controllers complete

over the number of users within their

data processing on

visibility over their

system and allocate roles in a fluid manner.

information

users. Having

At the same time,

confidentiality and

complete visibility

administrators can directly assign users the

integrity.

over data

right level of privilege from a central point

A.6

processing provides

of command, thereby allowing them

controllers with

respond to the principle of least privilege

some valuable

and segregate duties appropriately. With

information which

each role and privilege clearly defined,

can be used to

PAM allows controllers to assess the risk

assess data

linked to data processing while mitigating

processing’ security

the risk of unauthorized or negligent

risks and impacts.

activity within organizations’ core network.
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GDPR
Article

Note

Note

Supervisory authorities

Controls A.5 and A.6 help

are expected to apply

define thorough

security best practices

organization and policies

and lay out codes of

for information security. To

conduct to ensure the

40

Section

proper application of
GDPR.

A.5
A.6
A.18

comply with Article 40, the
codes of conduct laid out
by supervisory authorities
can and should also be
determined by internal
security requirements and
current regulations (A.18).

58

Privileged Access Management
Added Value

PAM help security managers define
and implement cybersecurity
policies and procedures. Setting up
a PAM solution requires
administrators to create, adjust, or
delete fine-grained groups of users
and sub-users, which gives them
visibility over roles and access
rights. It also gives them the ability
to segregate duties to respond to
the principle of least privilege.
These elements are key to respond
to Article 40.

Independent public

While independent public

A PAM solution can restrict the

authorities in charge

authorities should have the

access of independent public

of monitoring GDPR

right to access and process

authorities and allow them to

compliance to protect

personal data, controllers

specifically process and view the

European personal

should have a visibility over

information they need, diminishing

which data they are

the risk of negligence and human

data have the right to

A.6
A.9

accessing and processing,

errors. PAM’s Session Manager

any information

what they are doing, how,

module can also provide a track

necessary for the

and when according to

record of the activities that have

performance of their

best practices for

been done on the systems, offering

task (1).

cybersecurity.

an additional layer of security in

access and process

case of incident.

59

Supervisory authorities

Complying with Article 59

PAM provides security managers

must produce an

of GDPR requires to ensure

with accurate information about

annual report of all of

the management of

privileged account sessions and

their activities

information security

offers instant reporting on any

(infringement types,

incident, described in ISO

administrative sessions that takes

security measures

27001’s Control A.16.

place on targeted systems,

Answering the objectives

elements which can help produce

of this control will produce

the annual activities report required

the necessary information

by Article 59.

taken to strengthen
data protection, etc.).

A.16

for organizations to write
their activity reports.

This mapping table does not constitute as legal advice for meeting
the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
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